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Mature Concord grapevines bearing a heavy crop 
Grapes under good care may live and produce profitable crops 
for 50 years or more. Establishing a vineyard, therefore, is likely to 
be a long-time project. Such a venture deserves the most careful 
study and consideration. Many commercial grape growers frankly 
admit that they made serious mistakes in the selection of site, soil, 
or spacing of plants. Or perhaps they failed to plant on the contour . 
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to build broad low terraces or to use suitable varieties. Such errors 
may have continued for long periods to reduce the returns from the 
vineyard. 
It is evident that wise producers should investigate thoroughly 
aU vineyard practices before new plantings are made. The advice 
and suggestions of experienced grape growers, fruit dealers and 
others experienced in grape growing should be .sought. Moreover., 
careful study of books, bulletins, and, periodicals dealing with the 
subj ect should be worth while. 
Grapes as a Fruit Crop 
Grapes have many more advantages than are usually credited to 
them. In their growing regions, they are generally hardy, easily 
grown, and productive. In climatic adaptation, grapes show wide 
variations. They may be grown in almost every condition of soil 
moisture and dryness and of heat and cold. They may be propa-
gated without difficulty and the plants are relatively cheap. Grapes 
come into full bearing in four years, their life is long under good 
culture, and the harvests are generally regular and abundant. 
The grape is a sure cropper. This is true because the fruit is 
borne on shoots of the current season's growth. Furthermore, the 
nodes or "joints" on the canes of the past season's growth contain a 
group of three or more buds. If the first shoot from the primary bud 
is killed by frost or otherwise,a secondary bud may produce a new 
shoot. Should this be destroyed another fruiting shoot may even be 
produced. Secondary shoots, however, are only about one.:.fourth to 
one-third as productIve as shoots arising from primary buds. Fruit 
production is still further reduced if secondary shoots are destroyed 
and third shoots are forced to grow. 
Fruit and wood usually mature early enough in late summer 
and early fall to avoid injury by cold. The fresh fruit is usually 
popular and in demand at fair to good prices. Also large numbers 
of by-products are possible. Among them are unfermented grape 
juice, flavoring syrups, jams, jellies, wines, etc. 
Choice of Variety or Varieties 
Careful study of potential market, outlets should determine the 
variety or varieties to be planted. For example, if the grape rrop iF' 
produced chiefly for grape juice manufactures, Concord is the variety 
desired at this time. In fact, some grape juice concerns will accept 
no other variety. 
Though not considered the most desirable variety for the fresh 
fruit market, Concord makes up the bulk of the handlings from 
Missouri. The fruit is also excellent for processed products. The 
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Figure :G. - A Lhrcl: -Yl:ar-olJ CUIl,·"rd g"rupe V III I.' bl'UJ"lllg a good crop. 
vines are hardy, vigorous, productive and fair ly resistant to the aUack 
of insects and diseases. The clusters and IJerrie~ are of good s i"e 
and attractive. 
Concord has a tendency at timeg to ripen its fruit unevenly, but 
with good culture and proper pruning this fauli may be largely over-
come. It is self-fertile or self-fruitrul and may lJe planted without 
reference to cross-pollination with other varietes. 
Some varieties grown for home uses, local markets and limited 
distance shipments follow: 
Table Grapes.-Barry (black), Brocton (black), Catawba (red), 
Concord (black), Delaware (red) , Fredonia (black), Golden Muscat 
(yellow), Herbert (black), Merrimac (black), Niagara (white), Port-
land (white), Seneca (white), Sheridan (black), Wilder (IJlack), and 
Worden (black). 
Red Wine Grapes.-Clinton (black), lves (black), Norton (blue), 
and Sheridan (black). 
White Wine Grapes.-Catawba (red), Delaware (red), Dunkirk 
(red), E lvira (white), lona (red), Hanover (red), and Ontario (yel-
low) . 
Juice Grapes.-Chiefly Concord (black). 
The varieties known as Barry, Herbert, Merrimac and Wil der 
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are generally considered self-sterile and should be planted for best 
results in alternate rows with such self-fertile sorts as Concord, 
Niagara and Catawba. The self-fertile varieties, however, are usually 
planted in solid blocks for convenience in cultural care and harvesting. 
Propagation of Grapes 
By Cuttings.-Grapes are propagated most commonly by cuttings. 
The cuttings are generally made late in the fall soon after the leaves 
drop, because there is usually less likelihood of winter inj ury of the 
canes at that period. The months of November and December may 
he found convenient periods for the selection of the wood and making 
cuttings. Cuttings made just before growth starts may also be satis-
factory if handled and s Lored 
properly until planting time. If 
the cuttings are made from wood 
selected in late wint r or early 
spring, care should be observed 
in order to secure canes free from 
injury by winter cold. 
Well-matured canes of the 
past season's growth from about 
7 to 12 or 15 feet in length may 
be used. The canes are generall,V 
about the size of a lead pencil or 
slightly larger with nodes or 
joints about 5 to 6 inches apart . 
The length of cuttin gs will de-
pend on the growth or the canes 
and the length of the space be-
tween the joints or buds. They 
are ordinarily 8 to 12 inches in 
length and include 3 buds. With 
the joints close together, more 
than 3 buds may be used. Tn pre-
paring the cuttings, a slantin .IT 
cut is made through or s lightly 
below the basal or lowest bud. 
The cane is th en usually cut about 
2 inches above the third bud 
counting the lowest bud as the 
F igure 3.- T yp lcal g r ape ca ne cut-
tin.gs . Left, a s i ngle cutt i ng with 
basal cut n ear a nod e or bud . Right, 
a bunch of th e cuttings t ied together 
for handling and storage. 
first one. This method of cutting clearly distinguishes the lower end 
which is to be placed in the ground. The upper bud is to protrude 
just above the soil when the cutting is planted. The newly made 
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cuttings are tied in bundles of 25 to 50 for convenient handling and 
storage. 
Storage of Cuttings.~Cuttings may be successfully stored in a 
cool, moist place until time for planting in the spring. Moist saw-
dust, sand, and peat moss are satisfactory packing and storing ma-
terials. The cuttings may be placed in a cool cellar, or in an outdoor 
mound or pit. [f held in cold storage, a temperature of a few degrees 
above freezing is satisfactory. 
Planting Cuttings.-Where only a few cuttings are needed they 
may be made early in the spring just before or just as growth is start-. 
ing. When this done, they can be stored temporarily or planted im-
mediately. The cuttings should be planted early in the spring before 
root or top growth appears. If plantings are made after growth 
starts, the loss of cuttings may be considerable. Nursery rows 3 
to 3% feet apart are made in well prepared soil. Such rows or fur-
rows, which are 8 to 10 inches deep, can be made with a plow or 
spade. The cuttings are placed about 6 to 8 inches apart in a slanting 
position along the smooth side of a furrow. Then the soil is packed 
firmly particularly around the base of each cutting so that the top 
bud is just above the soil. 
Late fall or early winter preparation of the soil for spring plant-
ing usually produces the best results. The cuttings may then be 
planted early in the spring while the soil is too wet for stirrinO'. If 
the ground is fairly smooth, the rows may be marked off 24 to 36 
inches apart by stretching a string from stakes driven into the soil. 
Then the cuttings may be pushed into the soil by the side of the 
string ~bout 6 to 8 inches apart, leaving only the top bud above 
the surface of the soil. This method of planting is generally more 
rapid and since the cuttings are pushed into the soil, the bottom 
parts from which root development starts are likely to be in clos& 
contact with the soil particles, and this favors rapid growth of roots. 
Good cultivation should be given the cuttings during spring and 
early summer. In extremely dry periods, irrigation along the rows 
may save many plants. A 60-70 per cent stand is considered a good 
average. With favorable conditions and after the leaves drop nat-
urally in the fall, the vines should be ready to dig and store for 
spring planting. In some cases the plants are left in the nursery 
and transplanted in early spring. 
Nursery Stock 
Selection.-First-grade, one-year-old vines are usually the best 
to plant. Vines two years old or older may be used, but they will 
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not come into bearing earlier or be more likely to give good yields. 
Tn the purchase of nursery stock, it is advisallle to patronize only 
the most reputable concerns and to purchase only the best grades. 
The higher prices listed for the best grade nursery stock may prove 
to be the cheapest in the long run. 
When the vines are set 10 by 10 feet, 434 plants will be needed 
for one acre, a planting distance of 10 by 9 feet requires 484 plants. 
and a spacing of 10 by 8 feet 544 plants per acre. 
Time of Setting.-Grapes may be planted successfully in Missouri 
either in the fall or spring. Spring planting is usuall y preferred 
especially in the central and northern sections of the state. Toward 
the south and west, fall plantings are occasionally made. The danger 
from fall-set plants lies in subjecting the roois to winter heaving and 
killing. This may be prevented if the soil about the vines is mulched 
with 3 or 4 inches of straw or straw manure. 
Sites and Soils 
The most satisfactory sites are those that afford the maxim um 
of warmth, sun, air, and freedom [rom frost. In general, the vine-
Figu re 4.- 0n roll i ng land eros ion mlly be rpd lIl"l'd and ra i 11 fa ll ("onservprl 
by planting and tre ll ising the vineyard on the contour .- P hoto lln Un ivers ity 
Fruit Farm. 
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yard should be somewhat above the level of the surrounding country. 
This is true because cold air settles to the lower levels where frosts 
are most likely to occur. 
Steep hillsides may furnish satisfactory air drainage but they 
increase the cost of practically all vineyard operations. Moreover, 
heavy rains on steep slopes may cause serious soil erosion unless 
bench terraces are established and maintained. Reasonably level or 
moderately sloping land is in most cases more satisfactory. A fairly 
fertile soil and one upon which the fertility can be maintained with 
the least difficulty and expense is desirable. If the slope is mainly 
in one direction it may be possible to erect the trellis on lines across 
the slope and not necessarily on the contour. 
The grape thrives on a great range of soil types. The fact that 
good crops may be obtained on land whiCh is unprofitable for other 
fruits or grain crops, may lead some to believe that the grape prefers 
poor soils. But this assumption is untrue. Deep, moderately fertile, 
well-drained, gravelly or stony soils, retentive of moisture because 
of the presence of at least moderate quantities of organic matter, give 
the best returns. 
While grape lands should be fertile, they should not be excessively 
rich, because such soils are likely to produce a heavy growth of leaves 
and canes but little fruit. It is also true, that very light and poor 
soils, unless fertilized, produce vines of low vigor and a small yield 
of fruit. Heavy soils generally produce more fruit without added 
fertilizer than do the very light soils. 
Good soil drainage is essential. Consequently, all wet and seepy 
areas should be avoided. A moderately acid soil is generally best, 
but soils near neutrality are usually satisfactory. 
Soil and Water Conservation 
In order to keep grape vineyard soils from becoming less fertile 
or washed away, a program of soil and moisture conservation for 
every vineyard should be planned or even established before plant-
ing the vines. Furthermore, it is equally important that the program 
adopted be maintained and improved as much as possible to meet 
the needs which are sure to arise. If the plans are coupled with a 
keen desire to grow a fruitful vineyard the problems are not likely 
to be too difficult. 
Soil and water conservation, through contouring and terracing, 
has not as yet been developed extensively for vineyard culture. It is 
believed, however, that we may use contour planting profitably on 
certain sites and soils. 
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The standard way to keep vines vigorous and fruitful slill is 
clean cultivation in spring and early summer. As a result, some ("on-
servation practices such as sod culture are not widely used for vine · 
yards. 
The grower will do well to keep in mind the following objectives: 
(1) to simplify or improve contour or terrace layo uts, if needed, (2) 
to lessen erosion by using only enough cu ltivation to mainta in good 
vine growth and fruit production, and (:3) to modif\ <.:u ltivation to 
~ave more soil and moisture and to keep up the soil's supply of 
organic matter. 
Erosion can be partially controlled through contour tillage, CO'l 
struction of dams, use of cover crop rotations, and strip (Topping. 
The furrows made by tillage on the contour store rainfall and ]we\'ent 
much washing. The vine row is usually maintained as a low r id , e 
and i f made on the contour it may conserve both soil and moisture. 
On ly when it is necessary to destroy deep-rooted weeds or grass 
is deep cu ltivation more effective than shallow cultivation. Moreover, 
t here is nothi ng gained by cultivating more than required to destroy 
weeds and \<eep the surface soil porous and loose enough to retain 
and absorb rain water. 
Soil Preparation for Planting 
F igure 5.-This orchard disk is a very satisfactory implemenl for cu lti -
vation and for chopping and p utting under cover crops. It is usually drawn 
by t ractor power, 
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Thorough preparation of the soil as for the planting of a grain 
or garden crop is highly desirable. Where the soil is in good condi-
tion as a result of growing cultivated crops, little preparation will be 
required other than good plowing and harrowing or disking. If the 
land has been in sod or uncultivated, deep plowing is usually desirable 
and the growing of one or more cultivated crops before setting the 
vines generally proves helpful. Grapes planted on hastily or poorly 
prepared ground may be a disappointment in growth and production. 
Newly cleared land will also be benefited by cropping it for a 
year or two before the vines are set. Fall plowing is preferable to 
spring plowing where there is no danger of winter erosion. How-
ever, extra attention to preparation of sod land and new ground may 
make both suitable for planting, when conditions warrant such a 
procedure. 
Planting Operations 
"Heeling In."-In all handling and planting operations it is im-
portant that great care be taken to prevent the roots of the plants 
from drying out. When received from the nursery, the bundles 
should be opened at once and if the roots appear to be dry they 
should be soaked in water for several hours before planting or heel-
ing in. 
If, for any reason, the plants cannot be set for a day or two or 
more, the yourl'g vines should be heeled in until the setting work may 
go forward. "Heeling in" consists of digging a trench deep enough 
to cover the roots with from 4 to 6 inches of top soil. Open the 
bundles, spread out the plants in the trench, and work the soil in 
around the roots to fill air spaces. In fact, the soil may cover the 
greater portion of the vine or top part. If water is available, wet 
down the soil covering the roots. 
Setting the Plants.-In planting, keep the roots of the vines 
covered with damp packing material, moist soil, damp gunny sacks, 
or in containers partly filled with water. Prune back all broken and 
straggly roots to a length of about 5 to 8 inches. Make the hole wide 
enough to prevent cramping the roots, and deep enough for the vine 
to stand about an inch deeper than it did in the nursery row. Place 
surface soil over and about the roots in the bottom of the hole. When 
the hole is lis to ~ full tamp the soil by tramping. Add more soil 
and when the hole is nearly full tramp again till the plant stands 
firmly in the, soil. Let the last shovel full or two of soil lie loose on 
the surface to prevent soil baking. Do not put fertilizers in the holes. 
as they may do more harm than good. After the plant is set, prune 
all the canes away except the best one, which is cut back to two buds. 
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Cut about 1 ~ inches beyond the second bud from the base of the 
cane. Cutting near the bud may result in injury through drying~ 
Planting Distances.-Spacing the rows 10 feet apart and the 
vines in the row 10 feet, generally proves satisfactory. Plantings are 
often made 8 by 10 feet and most of the commercial vineyards today 
may have this spacing. It is believed, however, that for Concord 
grown under favorable conditions 10 x 10 feet is likely to prove most 
satisfactory. Such distances· permit the use of ordinary farm equip-
ment between the rows and the use of a two-horse team. Weaker 
and slower growing varieties may be planted closer together than the 
stronger and more vigorous types. In the case of contour plantings, 
some variation in row spacing naturally occurs. Exact spacing of 
vines cannot be followed as in square plantings. There is also the 
possibility of placing the vines a little closer together in the row 
where the contour lines spread somewhat farther apart. 
Direction of Rows.-The direction of the rows is usually de-
termined by the shape of the field or by the lay of the land. On 
sloping ground the rows should be run across the slope or follow the 
contour of the land. Cultivation, spraying, soil and water conserva-
tion practices, and other operations are made easier if the rows are 
laid out in this manner. 
Driveways or Alleys.-To facilitate such vineyard operations as 
fruit harvesting. and spraying, driveways are provided at regular 
intervals in commercial vineyards. Where' the rows are spaced 10 
feet apart, driveways may not be needed lengthwise of the field. 
Cross alleys may help avoid long hauls, especially at harvest time. 
These may be made as needed. At the end of the vineyard rows a 
headland wide enough to turn teams and equipment will usually be 
worthwhile. 
Building the Trellis 
If possible the trellis should be established by the beginning of 
the second growing season. Where this cannot be accomplished, a 
stake at each vine may be used from time of 'planting until the trellis 
is ereated. It is somewhat more difficult, however, to train the vines 
on stakes. The vertical two-wire trellis is suggested. The lower 
wire is placed about 2 to 21;2 feet above the ground and· the top wire 
2 ~ feet above it. Number 10 or 11 smooth galvanized wire usually 
gives good results. 
The posts of the trellis are usually set from 16 to 20 feet apart 
with 2 vines between the posts.· In order that the posts may interfere 
as little as possible with the use of the "grape hoe" particularly, the 
posts are placed near the vines. Distance between the posts will 
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depend oil the planting space between vines in the row-whether 8 
9, or 10 feet. End posts may need bracing by the same method used 
in bracing line fences. Braces should give minimum interference with 
vineyard operations. 
The posts for the construction of the trellis should be durable. 
A lasting wood such as black locust, Osage orange, red cedar, or 
chinquapin usually gives good results. Oak posts or other light wood 
properly treated with carbolineum may be used. Steel posts, although 
fairly expensIve, are used occasionally with good results. ' 
Since practically all new vineyards are now being planted on a 
water saving soil erosion prevention plan, provison should be made, 
if needed, for trellising on the contour. A post is needed near each 
vine with the wire stretched moderately tight, but not under enough 
tension to pull the posts out of their position. It is evident that the 
wire on a curved trellis cannot be stretched as tightly as when posts 
are placed in a straight line. A wire stretched moderately tight. 
however, with a firmly placed post at each vine may give good 
results. 
Posts should be set closer together around the sharpest curves. 
The end posts are the only ones which need bracing. Posts subjected 
to the greatest side strain should be set deeper as well as closer to-
gether to prevent leaning. It might even be well to set the posts on 
the sharpest curves in concrete or to use heavier and longer posts 
driven deeper in the earth. 
On fairly steep slopes where field terracing appears advisable, a 
base row of grapes is planted on each terrace ridge and the trellis 
is also placed on the top of the ridge. The intervening or inter-
terrace rows mayor may be planted on small ridges which are 
usually made by double backfurrowing parallel to the nearest terrace. 
It is generally best to layout and mark the contours and pre-
pare the terraces before planting the vines. Grade under such condi-
tions will depend upon the length of the row, length of the slope, and 
type of soil. Competent assistance is needed in this work and may 
be obtained through the College of Agriculture. On fairly light, 
porous well drained soils, the grapes can be set on the "level", while 
on soils which drain more slowly, it would be best to "set on grade." 
Tillage and Soil Repair 
Tillage is essential as it affects both the quality and quantity of 
the fruit crop. The growth and vigor of the vine which is so neces-
sary for good production is dependent largely upon it. Also, constant 
tillage from early spring until the seeding of the winter cover crop 
. in mid-summer is a standard procedure in the best vineyards. 
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FIgure (i.- Crape hop in ClJWrat lon, T he so il may he Lhrown towa rd s or 
away 1'1'0111 t he vi ne ~, Courtesy MissoUl' i State Fr ui t Expe riment Station, 
S uch cultivation, however, tends to destroy the soi l organic matter 
and induce surface soil erosion, and maintenance of the organic mat -
ter is of f undamental importance in vineyard soil management. To 
overcome t hese ill efl'ects of t illage, a continuous process of soil repair 
and soil building is needed in every vineyard. This will be especially 
true on fair ly steep slopes. A good growth of winter cover crops will 
help check and repair damage. Co upled with th is will be the constant 
attention to the stopping and repairing of small gullies on their first 
appearance, the use of manure and mulching material on eroded areas 
and careful attention to tillage practices. 
Cultivate often enough during the spring and summer to keep 
the soil in good ti lth and to control weeds. If an overwintering cover 
crop of rye, barley, or wheat is seeded about the middle of A ugust 
it should be ready for disking or plowing under in early Apri l. In 
vineyards which have not come into bearing, summer cover crops 
may be sown a few weeks eari er t han winter cover crops. 
Implements.-Tillage should be shallow to reduce soil erosion and 
avoid injury to the roots of the vines. A spring tooth ed harrow usu-
ally gives good results and the horse hoe is considered one of t he most 
valuable implements in the commercial vineyard. Proper use of 
this implement and its attachments saves much hard work in destroy-
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ing weeds and grass under the vines. It should be used carefully 
to avoid destroying grape roots through deep cultivation. The soil 
may be thrown toward the vines at the last cultivation in the summer, 
while in the spring at the first cultivation it may be easily moved 
away from the vines so that level tillage may be practiced through 
the growing season. Some producers secure good results with the 
reversible disk which operates best on soils fairly free from stumps 
and stones of considerable size. 
Cover Crops 
A cover crop that will live through the winter or one that will 
freeze down may be used. Rye is perhaps the most commonly em-
ployed non-leguminous plant. It should be sown not later than the 
first week in September. Seeding at the rate of IV2 to 2 bushels to 
the acre is usually satisfactory. 
Cowp~as are generally considered a satisfactory low-growing 
cover crop. Like other legumes, they add nitrogen to the soil as well 
as humus. Cowpeas (1112 to 2 bushels) may be sown broadcast or 
drilled between the rows the first half of July. Other crops that may 
be employed as cover crops are mammoth clover, winter vetch, soy-
beans, and the like. A rotation of crops alternating between a legume 
and a good growing non-legume like rye has proved satisfactory. 
Early in the spring, the cover crops should be plowed under, or 
if the cover is killed down by winter cold, it may be worked into the 
soil with· a disk. Such crops as rye and winter vetch, should be 
sown with a drill. If sown broadcast, considerable hand hoeirig may 
be necessary the following year to clean the plants out of the rows. 
Cover crops, when plowed under, put most soils in condition for 
the absorption of additional amounts of soil moisture. Some of their 
most outstanding values are: to check growth in the late summer and 
fall, thus allowing the vines to mature their wood properly; to pre-
vent the loss of nitrogen by leaching and to use the amount available 
after vine growth ceases; to hold snow, and prevent deep root freez-
ing; and to prevent soil erosion by checking the flow of rainfall runoff. 
The grape is a long-lived plant and soil fertility is sure to be 
depleted eventually unless the organic matter is maintained. Manure 
is one of the very best sources of organic matter. It should be used 
wherever it can be obtained economically to supplement cover crops. 
Fertilization 
The use of fertilizers in the vineyard, particularly for the Con-
cord variety, is not as generally practiced as for many other fruit 
crops. This is true, because, the grape may not respond profitably 
to applications of fertilizers. This is likely to be particularly true 
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on good soils. Where careful attention has been given to spraying, 
cultivation, pruning, the use of cover crops, and the employment of 
other standard operations, fertilizers may not be needed. If for any 
reason, vines remain unproductive and lack vigor even with good 
culture, fertilizers should be tried. They may be of particular value 
where such lack of growth and fruitfulness cannot be attributed to 
poor soil drainage, damage from frosts, or other factors. Further-
more, in sections where fertilization has been effective, and is a 
common practice, growers may profit by adopting a similar fertiliza-
tion program. In vineyards ten or more years old, the use of fertil-
izers is more likely to be profitable. 
It is true 'that grape growers in some of the northeastern states 
use commercial nitrogen fertilizers profitably. But the soil and 
climatic conditions of those states are not comparable to those of 
Missouri. 
Manure generally gives better results than a complete fertilizer 
or nitrogen alone. Through its application plant food is added to 
the soil and the organic matter supply is improved. When manure 
is not available, cover crops are depended upon to maintain the needed 
organic matter. Commercial fertilizers are generally considered as 
supplements to the organic matter supplied through the use of manure 
and cover crops. 
The amount of fertilizer to use will depend upon the needs of the 
soil. Producers generally use from 200 to 300 pounds of nitrate of 
soda or sulphate of ammonia to the acre, spread broadcast or applied 
in a drill in the spring just as growth is starting. Manure is applied 
in the late fall or winter at the rate of 8 to 10 tons or more per acre. 
Fruiting Habit of the Grape 
The grape berries are borne on the current season's growth or 
shoots. These shoots develop from buds formed the previous summer 
in the axils of the'leaves on that year's growing shoots which, after 
dropping their foliage in the fall, are termed canes. A shoot may 
produce from 1 to 5 fruit clusters, but with most of the ordinary sorts 
about 2 to 3 develop. Shoots from wood more than a year old are 
usually considered less productive. In fact, only one-year old wood 
is selected for fruiting. Canes of medium size, about the diameter 
of a lead pencil or larger and 4 to 8 feet long, with medium length 
between the joints or nodes, are usually more productive than larger 
or smaller ones. 
Pruning and Training 
The grape, unlike most other fruit plants, thrives best and pro-
duces most abundantly when subject to heavy cutting or pruning. 
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Training has to do with form mainly, while pruning affects bearing 
primarily. 
Time of Pruni~g.-The vines may be pruned any time after the 
leaves drop in the fall and before growth starts in the spring. In 
small planting, where the work may be done in a short time, the 
pruning may be delayed until late winter or early spring. In larger 
vineyards, pruning should be started early enough for completion be-
fore growth starts. It should not, however, be done while the vines 
are frozen as they are very brittle then and easily broken. 
Usually it is best to prune in late winter or early spring before 
growth starts. If the pruning is done earlier, the canes left for 
fruiting may be injured severely by cold.weather. When cold injury 
occurs before pruning, the grower may still, by careful selection, find 
enough canes uninjured for a satisfactory crop. 
Pruning after growth start~ may cause considerable "bleeding", 
or the flow of sap from the wounds. While it is desirable to prune 
before "bleeding" is induced, yet vines are not greatly injured even 
by such late pruning. It is much better to prune, even if "bleeding" 
does occur, than not to prune at all. 
Systems of Training 
Single-Trunk Kniffin System.-A· study of the methods best 
adapted to training and pruning grapes shows that in general the 
single-trunk four-arm Kniffin system gives the best satisfaction and 
most economical results. This is true, because, it can be learned more 
easily by producer, and handled with less difficulty than any of the 
other systems. Various investigators have shown that this method 
is particularly suitable for pruning and training the standard vari-
eties of American grapes including the Concord. 
Pruning at Planting Time.-The young vines are usually set out 
in early spring and the most centrally located and most vigorous cane 
is selected and cut back to 2 buds. All the other canes are removed. 
All dead and injured wood is cut away, and the roots shortened to 
about 5 to 8 inches. In the first season, the shoots that develop may 
be tied to a stake driven beside each vine or tied to the trellis so 
they may not be broken off in cultivation practices. In fact, a year 
may be saved in bringing the vineyard into bearing, by staking or 
tying young vines to the trellis during the first growing season. 
Pruning After First Year of Growth.-At the end of the first 
season the growth may be sufficient for a selected cane to be tied at 
least to the lower wire of the trellis. From plants making a good 
growth a cane may be selected and brought up to the second wire, 
cut above a node and tied to both the top and lower wires. If for any 
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Figure 7.- AL Lhe lefl is a No. I ulIe-yea r -uld gTalW vi ne befure (Jruning. 
At the right is the same v in l' al"U'r pruning and ready I"or p l anL in g . The upper 
w horl 01" root~ was removed and th l' h()U()m who rl short ' JWU Lo about H to l U 
in ch e~. T he Lop was euL uack Lo une spur of twu buus. 
reason, the growth is weak, the best cane is again selected and cut 
back to a spur of 2 or 3 buds and all the rest are removed in either 
case close to th e selected cane. One cane of the fo ll owing Reason's 
growth, when large enough, is t ied to the lower wire of the trellis or 
the upper wire if strong enough. 
Pruning After Second Year of Growth.-For the second pruning, 
if the main stem or trunk has not already been selected and tied to 
the top wire, the strongest, straightest, and most vigorous cane is 
chosen, carried to t he top wire of the trellis, tied tightly to it, and 
then fastened rather closely t o the bottom wire. All other canes are 
removed. It is important that this cane be carefully selected as it is 
to become the permanent trunk of the vine. The straighter this cane 
is, the better, and it should not carry too ma ny or too few buds. If 
the growth is long-jointed and very rank, an extra cane should be 
tied laterally to the lower wire in order to make use of some of t he 
surplus nutrients. If this main cane, in order to reach the top wire, 
appears to include too many buds for the vigor of the plant, it is tied 
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Figure 8.- A t le ft, yo un g g t'ape vi ne al th e end of th e first yea r of g rowth 
in th e vin eyard. At right, the sa me vine pr un ed at Lh e beg inning of th e second 
year of g rowth. Note that a ll of th e ca nes but one have been cut away leaving 
a stra ight stem wh ich has been ti eu to both Lh e bot Lom and top wires of th e 
trell is . Two short spurs near th e top wire have been left . 
Figure 9.-Young grape vine after 
pruning at the end of th e second year 
in the vineyard. Two short canes of 
about 3 to 4 buds each have been left 
on the top wire of the trellis. The 
main st em and the short canes extend-
ing in opposite directions have been 
tied to the wires of the trellis. 
FIgure lO.- The third year of 
pruning the grape vine to the s ingle-
trunk Kniffin system. 
tightly to the lower wire. The cane is then cut off at that height 
and continued to the top wire the next year. 
Pruning After Third Year of Growth.-Pruning at the end of the 
third growing season is important since it determines the location of 
the permanent arms. It should mean the selection of two canes at 
or just below the lower wire. These should be shortened back to 
about 4 buds each and trained one to the left and one to the right of 
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Figure 11 .-- A matul'C Co ncord g rapc vi ne more than 4 year s old and in 
full bearing as iL appeared j ust be.fore pruning. 
Figure 12.- 1'he sam e grapevin e trained and prun ed just befo r e growth 
started in the spring to the single-trunk Kniffin system. 
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the trunk along the lower wire and tied near the ends. Two other 
canes should be selected just below the top wire, cut to about 5 to 6 
buds each, and similarly trained and tied in each direction from the 
trunk. 
This leaves about 20 buds, which are sufficient as the first com-
mercial crop for a normal three-year old vine. Two spurs of 2 
buds each for both the upper and lower wires should be left as close 
to the main trunk as possible. These are selected from canes of the 
past season's growth ana. are to provide fruiting wood for the follow-
ing year. Under good growing conditions, the vines may produce 
during the third year of growth from 14 to 1/;3 of a full crop of fruit. 
Pruning After Fourth Year of Growth.-This pruning is similar 
to that following the third growing season. From each average good 
growing vine, 4 canes of about 10 buds each consisting of the past 
season's growth are selected. Two of these should arise from wood 
near the upper wire and two others from wood near the lower one. 
Four spurs of 2 buds each from wood that grew during the past 
year are also saved. Two of these are selected from wood near the 
lower wire, and two from wood convenient to the top wire. 
All superfluous wood is cut and pulled away. On the top wire 
one of the selected canes is strung along it, cut to about 10 buds, and 
tied to the wire near the base and end of the cane. Likewise, in the 
opposite direction, another selected cane is cut to about 10 buds, and 
tied to the top wire in a similar way. For the lower wire, the canes 
are handled in a like manner. It is important that the 2 spurs of 2 
buds each be left fairly near both the top and lower wires and the 
main trunk in order to provide for plenty of fruiting wood the next 
year. A normal vine at this time should carry about 40 to 60 buds, 
or from 10 to 15 buds on each of the four canes. More buds are left 
on vigorous canes, while fewer are allowed to remain on less vigorous 
growing ones. 
The vines may now be considered fully mature and in full bearing. 
Pruning remains essentially the same as that after the fourth season's 
growth. Occasional attention, however, needs to be given renewal 
of the arms, particularly when they become so long that the fruiting 
wood on the trellis overlaps or crowds. Vigorous vines are some 
times trained in a similar manner upon a three-wire trellis, leaving 
about 60 to 70 buds for fruiting instead of 40 or 50. 
Pruning Should Be Based Upon Vigor 
Both grape producers and experiment station workers have 
long known that it generally pays to "prune the vine according to 
vigor". Not all may agree, however, as to the best procedure in 
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teaching or instructing those who do the pruning work. Rather re-
cently, methods of weighing the prunings or canes removed, have been 
suggested as a procedure to determine the vigor of the vine and then 
the pruning is done accordingly. It is common knowledge that this 
method has been used by investigators for a long time in evaluating 
and studying the difterent pruning systems in order to obtain in-
creased fruit production. 
Some authorities believe that the weighing of the canes removed 
from a few vines of both vigorous and weak plants may help the 
pruner to determine how much wood should be removed. In so doing 
it is assumed that the pruning is based on vigor. Certainly no harm 
will be done if such a demonstration is given for the benefit of those 
who are to do the final job of pruning the commercial vineyard. 
Regardless of the procedure, it is obvious that the pruner should 
understand that for an average vigorous Concord vine, for example, 
about 40 to 50 buds on four canes of the past season's growth should 
be put up on the two-wire trellis for best fruit production. Average 
good vigor is usually interpreted to mean the growth of many canes 
in one season ranging in length from about 10 to 15 feet. 
On the other hand, distinctly less than average vigor may mean 
the growth of canes averaging from about 11/2 to 21/2 or 3 ft. in length. 
Naturally there may be considerable difference in growth and vigor 
of the vines in different parts of the vineyard and even from vine to 
vine. But, for the vine making the weak growth referred to above, 
perhaps, the pruner should leave not more than 20 to 30 buds for fruit-
ing on the four canes to be put up on the two-wire trellis. 
Furthermore, the pruner should understand thoroughly that the 
heavy pruning (cutting to 40 to 50 buds) of the vigorous and un-
usually vigorous vines may cause excessive vegetative growth or 
growth of a water sprout nature. Also, such growth is unfruitful or 
unproductive, and conducive to uneven berry ripening. Therefore, 
for such vines it is advisable to put up more fruiting wood. Instead 
of leaving 40 to 50 buds, it may be well to leave for fruiting from 70 
to 90 buds, about equally distributed on the four canes. In some 
vineyards of more than average vigor it may be well to consider the 
matter of constructing a three-wire trellis instead of a two-wire trellis. 
If such vines are pruned according to their vigor, fruit production may 
frequently be doubled or at least markedly increased. 
In contrast, if the weak or non-vigorous vines are allowed to 
fruit through the putting up of 40, 50 or more buds as we should for 
the vigorous vines, their weakness or reduced vigor is generally ac-
centuated or made worse. Such vines generally fail to mature their 
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fruit properly. They are sure to produce a small amount of fruiting 
wood and continue to be unprofitable under such pruning treatment. 
The problem can be corrected or improved considerably by reduc-
ing materially, for such weak vines, the amount of wood left for fruit-
ing. As stated above, for vines making only 1% to 2 feet of growth in 
. one season, perhaps not more than 4 to 5 buds each should be left on 
each fruiting cane. 
mG ... T WAY TO PDunE GDAPfS-DEConn£ftD£D 
BY Mo. COLLECE or ACDICULTUDE 
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!fuit Can~. a -10 [yes) ,,1_ ~,') Trunk t,-~I s,u. 2 [yPs 
I R£Jmove all Con(Js (but four: 
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Figure 13.-A brief summary of suggestions for pruning so-called mature 
vines, four or more years old. 
With such poor vigor or growth it would certainly be advisable 
to supplement the pruning practice by applying manure, if possible 
to the vineyard at the rate of 8 to 10 loads or tons per acre. Where 
manure cannot be obtained commercially, nitrogen fertilizers at the 
r~te of 250 to 850 pounds per acre may give good results in stimulating 
increased growth and fruitfulness. Some soils may respond better 
to the application of a complete fertilizer like 4-12-4, 6-18-6, 10-10.10 
or some other combination fertilizer. An actual trial application may 
be required to determine the needs· of the soil. Furthermore, a soil 
analysis may aid in determining the fertility needs of the vineyard 
soil. 
Summer Pruning 
This involves pinching off the tips of growing shoots and cutting 
back new growth. It was once considered helpful to the vines and 
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to the production of highgrade fruit. It has been found, however, 
that such pruning, if fairly severe, is devitalizing and may cause sun 
burning of the fruit and reduced yield. It is less harmful if done early 
or late in the season. In the training of young vines, however, summer 
pinching and cutting back of the shoots may be required to direct 
their growth. If this is not excessive, no material damage is done. 
In fact, cutting off some vigorous shoots may be beneficial by holding 
them in check. Summer pruning may also tend to increase uneven 
ripening of fl'uit. 
Suckering 
The suckers or shoots which may arise on the trunk of the vine 
at or below the surface of the soil should be removed early in the 
summer before the shoots have become hard and woody. This super-
fluous growth bears little pr no fruit, but it grows vigorously, using 
food materials which should "go to the vine". Suckering work done 
properly during the first four or five years of the vine's growth saves 
both time and expense. 
Tying 
In most commercial vineyards, grape twine, a product purchased 
from dealers in horticultural products is generally used. Rag strings 
are also employed. Cloth materials of several different grades and 
kinds are often purchased for use. These are torn and cut into strips 
suitable for tying to the wires both trunks and canes of young and 
old grape plants. If only moderately strong strings are used, less dif-
ficulty may be experienced in the removel of the old fruiting canes at 
time of pruning. 
Black Rot of the Fruit 
Black rot is the most common and generally the most destructive 
fungous disease of the grape; in fact, it usually does more damage 
than all other diseases and insects combined. It is most prevalent 
during wet seasons and may cause a loss of 50 to 100 per cent of the 
crop. Beside the damage done the fruit, the leaves and shoots are 
subject to attack. The green, growing parts of the vine may also 
be damaged. On the leaves the fungus causes reddish-brown circular 
spots with darker margins. Scattered over them may be found small 
dark brown pimples or pustules. When numerous, the spots run 
together in large irregular areas. 
The infected berries at first show small whitish spots, but, as 
the diseased portions increase in size, they become brown in color 
and sunken with numerous black pimples or pustules on the surface. 
In the final stages the berries become shriveled, black mummies. 
Black rot may be controlled by thorough and timely sprays. 
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Spraying Grapes 
General Suggestions.-The commercial grape grower cannot ex-
pect to succeed without a thorough knowledge of sprays and spraying 
practices for control or prevention of grape diseases and insects. The 
Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station issues each year informa-
tion on spraying based upon experiments and observations. This is 
important as our information on spraying may change from year to 
year. 
Commercial vineyards will require a gasoline power sprayer. It 
should be capable of producing a spray pressure of 450 to 500 pounds. 
For good coverage in the control of black rot, other diseases and insect 
pests, from 200 to 250 or more gallons of spray per acre may be re-
quired,. . 
Methods of Application.-The two methods now employed in 
applying the sprays are the trailer and fixed boom or hood types. 
Most of the growers are still using rods and nozzles that trail the 
sprayer and the spray is applied on one side of a row at a time. This 
method has some advantages in that it may be quickly and effectively 
changed and adjusted to the requirements of coverage for both fruit 
and foliage. It is particularly effective for the spraying of dense 
and heavy foliage. 
The so-called fixed boom when properly prepared and operated 
usually gives more uniform and satisfactory results than the trailer 
method. It is rapid, efficient and economical of spray materials. Both 
sides of one row are covered at the same time. The booms may be 
attached to the side of the power sprayers. Six or more nozzles are 
adjusted in such a manner as to give a fine fog-like spray from below 
the vines and fruit clusters, from both sides and from above, thus 
covering thoroughly the fruit and foliage as the boom passes over 
the row. Several different types of booms are being operated. In 
practically all cases the booms are homemade and the growers en-
deavor to develop the equipment to meet their special needs. 
Ferbam Versus Bordeaux in Grape Spraying Program 
Ferbam, a comparatively new spray chemical, has given remark-
ably good results during recent years in grape spraying investigations 
of the Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station. Moreover, com-
mercial producers, particularly in the Rosati, Cuba, Steelville, and 
St. James districts have nearly all changed from Bordeaux sprays to 
Ferbam applications. This has been generally true because Ferbam 
controls grape black rot as well as does Bordeaux. 
The freedom of the foliage and fruit from russeting and burn-
ing in the Ferbam sprayed vineyards has caused the grape growers 
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to change from Bordeaux to Ferbam in their spraying practices. In 
fact, the leaves, shoots and fruit clusters may develop a much fresher 
and more vigorous appearance where Ferbam is used. Furthermore, 
it is believed that Ferbam may be used effectively under a wide va-
riety of conditions without causing injury. Spraying with Bordeaux 
under similar conditions nearly always results in more or less injury 
to the foliage and fruit, which may lessen fruit yields and the quality 
of the product. 
Suggestions.-It is important to understand, however, that where 
growers have not been getting satisfactory results with Bordeaux in 
black rot control, they should not expect better control with Ferbam. 
With equally proper and thorough spraying, however, in a five or six 
spray program black rot should be controlled about as well with one 
spray as the other. The big difference should appear in the character 
of the foliage and fruit. Advantages in nearly all cases are likely to 
be on the side of Ferbam. 
Bordeaux or Ferbam.-Ferbam is safer than Bordeaux from the 
standpoint of spray injury. Somewhat more thorough spraying work, 
however, may be required than with Bordeaux. There is not much 
difference as to costs of the chemicals but Bordeaux may generally be 
a little less expensive. Ferbam has been applied without danger of 
foliage or fruit injury even during rainy cool weather when Bordeaux 
may produce some russeting or burning. Ferbam should not be used 
with summer oil on account of the likelihood of injury to fruit and 
foliage. 
It will rarely be necessary to change from Ferbam to Bordeaux 
unless grape mildew is serious. However, it should be remembered 
that Ferbam has not proved as effective against serious attacks of 
grape mildew as Bordeaux. Since mildew is rarely serious under 
Missouri conditions, Ferbam may generally be used throughout the 
season in most commercial vineyards. 
Downy Mildew Control 
The Missouri Station workers have found that Ferbam has proven 
to he less effective in the control of downy mildew than Bordeaux. 
This has been particularly true for susceptible varieties like Herbert 
and Catawba. During the past two years, with unusually wet sum-
mers there has been considerable complaint among producers of at-
tacks even on Concord, a very resistant variety. In some instances, 
mildew attacks have occurred after the black rot sprays were applied. 
Some growers report good control of mildew by using Ferbam 
in all or most of theprebloom sprays followed by Bordeaux in the 
later sprays. Also, investigations with various combinations of Fer- . 
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SPRAY SCHEDULE FOR GRAPES 
Spray When to Apply Materials for 100 gals. To Control Remarks 
Dormant Spray Dormant.-Apply in fall 3 gals. dormant oil. Scale Omit in vineyards 
after leaves drop or in where scale is 
spring before buds absent. 
break. 
Special spray Special Flea Beetle Bordeaux 6-8-100 Grape flea Apply thoroughly. 
Spray.-Apply when buds plus 8 lbs. lead beetle eats Not needed unless 
are swelling. arsenate. holes in open- beetles are pr e-
ing buds. sent. 
1. 1st Cover Spray.-Apply *Ferbam (fermate, Black rot and Covering trash and 
when new growth is 1/2 ferradowl 1 1/2 Ibs. flea beetle- litter under grape 
to 1 inch long. Lead arsenate 6 Ibs. Important for trellis by cultivation 
control. about 15 clays before 
bloom may help 
in pest control. 
2. 2nd Cover Spray.-Apply Ferbam 1 1/2 lbs. Black rot An important spray 
about 12 days after Lead arsenate 6 Ibs. Berry moth for black rot. Add 
No. 1. Flea beetle the lead arsenate 
when berry moth and 
flea beetle are present 
3. 3rd Cover Spray.-Apply Ferbam 1 1/2 Ibs. Black rot Where attacks of 
10-12 days after No.2 3 lbs. lead arsenate Berry moth berry moth and leaf 
or just before or as I lb. wettable DDT Leaf hopper hopper are likely add 
blooming begins. powder 1 lb. wettable DDT 
powder. 
4. 4th Cover Spray.-Apply Ferbam 1 1/2 lbs. Black rot Important spray for 
about 10 days after 2 Ibs. 50% wettable Berry moth mildew, black rot, 
No. 3 or tile last spray DDT powder. Downy mildew berry moth and 
Leaf hopper leaf hoppers. 
5. 5th Cover SpraY.-APply Ferbam 11/2 lbs. Black rot Important spray for 
about 12-14 days after 2 lbs. 50% wettable Berry moth the control of mil-
No. 4.- DDT powder. Downy mildew dew. Thorough 
Leaf hopper spraying is essen-
tial. May need 250 
gal. per acre. 
With pest control not serious this Five-Spray Program may give good results. Where the grape 
berry moth worm has been dangerous and if rainy weather favorable for mildew injury prevails, 
two additional sprays may be needed. Suggestions for these follow: 
6. 6th Cover Spray.-Apply Use Ferbam 1 1/2 Mildew Spray thoroughly and 
about 2-3 weeks after Ibs. in 100 gals. also, Black rot make special effort 
the last spray. if berry moth is Berry moth to cover under 
present add 50% DDT sides of leaves 
at 2 lbs. to 100 gals. to tips of the 
shoots. 
7. 7th Cover Spray. -Apply Use 50% DDT at 2 Ibs. Mildew With no rainy 
about 3 weeks after to 100 gals. for berry Black rot weather and no 
the last spray. moth control. Ferbam Berry moth damage from mil-
l lb. to 100 gals. Leaf hopper dew omit Ferbam. 
*Ferbam is now the accepted name for products such as Fermate, Karbam and Ferradow 
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bam and Bordeaux has shown no more injury to fruit and foliage 
than has occurred with Bordeaux alone. Such a schedule of spraying 
is worth considering although all the possibilities of foliage and fruit 
spray inj ury have not yet been fully explored. 
Comments on Grape Spraying Programs 
Local or seasonal conditions may require some modifications of 
the schedule. Where there is any great risk of black rot the interval 
between the early sprays should not exceed 12 to 14 days, and with 
very rainy weather, especially during the critical period from just be-
fore bloom to the setting of the fruit, sprays might well be applied 
within 10 days of one another. 
Apply Sprays When Most Timely.-It is to avoid such long in-
tervals between spra;yings that modifications in the basic schedule are 
advisable. If rainy weather prevails the third cover spray may prove 
valuable, applied about 10 to 12 days after the second cover spray. 
Use 8-8-100 Bordeaux or Fermate 1% lbs. to 100 gals. 
Good Coverage Is Essential.-Unless approximately 200 to 250 
gallons or more of spray is used per acre, the thoroughness of the ap-
plication may be questioned. The spray should be broken up into a 
fine fog-like mist. One or a cluster of two or three medium capacity 
disc nozzles on a 3- or 4-foot rod will permit better handling and give 
a better type of spray than the modern fruit tree equipment. Both 
the under and upper sides of the leaves should be covered. 
The best coverage of the fruit is obtained by directing a fine mist 
to the clusters without getting the nozzles too close to them. Just an 
instant is long enough to place numerous droplets on the berries. If 
too much material is applied, or the force of the spray is too great, 
the droplets will enlarge and run off. However, spraying all parts 
until the run-off starts is usually much more effective in disease and 
insect control than under or skimpy spraying. Spraying should be 
done on each side of each row rather than by applying it from every 
other middle by trailer method. 
Spraying Summary.-In large or small vineyards, begin spray-
ing in spring when the shoots are about 2 or 3 inches long. Use 
Ferbam 114 lbs. to 100 gallons. Or use Bordeaux 8-8-100 plus lead 
arsenate 2% lbs. to 100 gallons. Apply regularly at intervals of about 
12 to 14 days. Five applications may be needed. 
Harvesting Grapes 
Picking.-It is important that the time of picking be postponed 
until the grape berries are good to eat. The berries must contain 
enough sugar to cause the flavor and taste to reach their best stage. 
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Desirable texture and quality are fouhd when the fruit has properly 
matured on the vines. Experience and observation have shown that 
clusters of fruit picked too soon are low in sugar content and poor in 
quality. When such grapes are shipped long distanceo, they do not 
stand up well. They may show much shriveling and wilting and cause 
the baskets or containers to show slack and short package. It must 
be remembered by the producer that the best period for picking may 
extend over several days or even a week or more. 
As in picking other fruit, caution and care should be observed in 
removing the grape clusters and placing them in the containers. The 
bloom or whitish coating on the ripening berries should be as little 
disturbed as possible, as it adds considerably to the appearance and 
value of the package. Too much handling or careless handling re-
moves it and thus lessens the value. 
In cutting the clusters, a sharp knife may be used but hand clip-
pers are usually better. Very little injury is done to the bloom and 
berries if their weight rests upon the palm of the 4and while the stem 
is being clipped. 
Wilting the Clusters.-In order to keep the berries from shatter-
ing badly and to have the package reach the market without shrink-
age, it is well to wilt the fruit for a period of at least six or eight hours; 
The length of time required depends, of course, upon weather condi-
tions. In cool weather with plenty of rain, a longer time is necessary 
than during dry, hot periods. 
If the grapes are graded and packed in the fields, using 4-pound 
baskets, the packages may be filled slightly above the top level of the 
basket and set in the shade under the vines or placed in a shed and 
left from six to eight hours, according to weather conditions. This 
insures the contents of the package being wilted properly. After the 
grapes have wilted, the lids of the baskets should be placed and fast-
ened securely. In shed packing, it is usually best to grade fir~t, filling 
the baskets slightly above the top level so that wilting briT'gs them 
down to the right height for the lids. Every grower will J Ie able to 
adopt some wilting-process which will be suited to his needs for a de-
sirable pack. 
Packing and Grading.-There are two methods now employed in 
the grading and packing of grapes. One is to grade and pack in the 
field, and the other is to pick in baskets or lug boxes and haul to a 
central packing shed. In choosing a method the advantages and dis-
advantages of each should be studied in order to adopt the practices 
best suited to particular needs. In all grading work it is very im-
portant that defective berries and bunches be discarded. 
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At least two grades should be made; one known as first grade and 
the other as culls. The first grade must be of uniform size, and full; 
that is, there must be few or no berries missing from the stems. The 
grapes are required to be fully ripe and uniformly colored. The fruit 
must be free from both insect and fungous injuries. All grapes fall-
ing below these requirements are culls. Only good vineyards produce 
fruit worth grading. 
Field Packing.-In field packing, .more supervision is needed in 
the field for picking, grading, and packing. In fact, each picker must 
be trained to grade and pack properly. This plan is often adopted 
because there is little if any expense required for shed or permanent 
equipment. On the other hand, weather conditions may interfere and 
make field packing and grading very unpleasant. In field packing the 
clusters are handled but once as the operation of picking, grading, and 
packing is all done by one operator in the field. Wilting is accom-
plished after the package is finished, and this sometimes results ina 
loose or slack pack unless refilled. 
Shed Packing.-In shed packing, one foreman may oversee many 
pickers because his chief attention is given to the matter of removing 
properly the clusters from the vines. Also a few skilled workers under 
the di:rect supervision of a shed manager do better grading and more 
uniform packing for the markets. 
Some form of shed or enclosure is necessary even with field pack-
ing. It usually costs but little more to construct an enclosure large 
enough for the advantage of shed grading and packing. In shed pack-
ing, of course, grapes are handled twice, first in the picking and 
placing in baskets or lug boxes, and then again in the transferring, 
grading, and packing in the shed. 
Handling in Bulk.-Grapes harvested for juice factories are often 
placed in bushel baskets or larger containers. Fewer preca:utions are 
observed in cutting and handling though good care is important. 
Furthermore, it is just as essential to maintain quality and good ap-
pearance in the larger packs for juice manufacture as for table grapes 
packed in four pound baskets. Association members and individual 
growers are well aware of the fact that it pays to harvest the fruit 
at the proper ripening stage. They also know that the highest mar-
ket price cannot be paid unless the grapes have been graded and packed 
according to standard instructions and regulations. Since most com-
mercial producers are now demanding State and Federal inspection at 
harvest time, the problems of picking, grading and packing to meet 
requirements are particularly important. 
